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The One Source of Truth nourishes the Tree of Knowledge, stretching its roots into Infinite Eternity. In each cycle of human evolution it bears good fruit in the form of a Great Book, which serves as the source of all knowledge and wisdom for humanity for a specific period. And every Book of this kind, like a tree, grows and yields its own fruit for the good of the whole world.

At the dawn of the conscious evolution of humanity, approximately eighteen million years ago, the Sons of Light brought the Fiery Teaching of Kalachakra from the Distant Worlds as a gift for the people of Lemuria, sowing the first seeds of all the existing...
religions of the Earth. The new pages of knowledge opened in the one universal language of the Sun — Senzar — inviting them to further delve into the books of enlightened knowledge. And thus ever after, each epoch aimed to reveal the secret pages of universal knowledge, thereby facilitating the progress of human consciousness round by round.

Many of the innermost pages of the Great Book were revealed to the human population of Atlantis. They knew more than anyone else, for many secrets of surrounding Nature were confided to them. And their best representatives had gained the right to look beyond the field of vision, unveiling the invisible Life. But the Atlanteans had not accepted the heart as the organ to which one should subordinate the intellect — they honoured the mind above all. And they disappeared from the stage of Life without learning this simple truth: “Knowledge without Love is dead.” Thus, because of their pride, people deprived themselves of the Secret Wisdom, gradually forgetting their pristine universal language. Nevertheless, the Great Initiates remained in every land and nation, guarding the Ancient Wisdom as a sacred trust.

About a million years ago, at the beginning of the evolution of our present humanity, the Sons of Light recorded in the language of Senzar the most ancient book of our time, known as the Book of Dzyan — a Tibetan name meaning the Book of Secret Wisdom. This archaic manuscript, in its turn, has yielded a multitude of its own fruits for the development of humanity. But as soon as humanity received the highest knowledge, it immediately began to throw these books into fires and subject to severe condemnation those who had presented them with the priceless gifts. Humanity was ready to turn any Messenger of the Kingdom of Heaven into an outcast. And yet hundreds of thousands of the Sons of Light have walked upon the Earth, leaving profound traces in the history of human development.

Despite the destruction of numerous libraries full of the magnificent scrolls of inexhaustible knowledge, from time immemorial to the present day, there exist secret treasuries of sacred books, written by the Messengers of Light and presented as a gift to humanity.
Every line has been crystallized by the heartfelt fires of the souls, who were magnanimous in their giving. Yes, some were burnt at the stake together with their gifts; others were mutilated by cruellest torture. But still there were those who managed to save the sacred manuscripts and, risking their lives, placed one priceless gift after another in secret repositories. And all these unusual libraries — located in the mountains of Tibet, the Himalayas, the Karakorum, the Pyrenees, and other mountainous areas, as well as hidden under the sands of the Gobi Desert, parts of the Sahara, in the sands of Nubia and other lands — can be revealed to the world only when people are able to discern white from black and distribute the priceless gifts solely for the good of their neighbours.

These are the Abodes of the Brotherhood, members of which came from the Distant Worlds. Being concealed in impenetrable mountains and deserts, they are guarded by mysterious powers. Physical flesh is not able to endure the force of the currents that rise like a wall when they are approached. And in order to gain access to them, one needs to pass through many lives with a loving heart and a pure soul. When the time comes, worthy candidates for discipleship might be summoned into one of the Ashrams, where they would be entitled to come into contact with the Highest Knowledge and Wisdom.

The chief of these is the legendary realm of Shambhala the Resplendent, the Abode of the Great White Brotherhood of Teachers. The approaches to this Stronghold of Light are vigilantly protected. For mere curiosity-seekers there is no access beyond the permitted boundaries. An unbidden guest will never reach it and will inevitably fail to find the way to it. However, one who responds to the Call of the Great Lord of Shambhala discovers one’s path thanks to invisible signs. Only a pure consciousness is able to correctly discern the symbols which appear to one’s gaze. The wise heart alone is able to understand the secret signs that lead the pilgrim to the White Ashram, situated on the White Island. Mysterious white waters wash its banks, but the one who is summoned by the Lord passes through these waters as easily as on dry land.
In Shambhala, indeed, not people but Gods abide. The Greatest Teachers — the Leaders of Humanity, the Discoverers of the Distant Worlds, the Messengers of the Faraway Stars — in shining bodies of Divine Purity, glide about like Angels, doing their work every moment. Ceaselessly they watch over the world, protecting it from a disastrous fate. A seal of smiles illumines their sunny faces, enchanting the gaze of the pilgrim who is encountering for the first time in their life the miracle of miracles, which actually exists on the Earth.

Here reigns the sacred language of Senzar, from which have originated the tongues of all peoples through the ages. Thus, the roots of many current eastern languages come from Sanskrit, which is based on Senzar. Many words of this most ancient language underlie not only Sanskrit but also Egyptian, Hebrew, Latin, and other languages of various known and yet-to-be discovered sacred texts. The language of Senzar is distinct from others in that, because of its flexible nature, it has no dead or long-entrenched forms of expression. Just like any other language, Senzar has both spoken and written forms of speech, which are substantially different from our traditional understanding.

Conversation among Initiated Adepts, for the most part, takes place on the subconscious level, using thought-forms. And here, by means of two or three “phrases,” one can express that which even several volumes of text cannot, for human words, so often comprising many contradictory shades and nuances, have only limited capabilities of meaning. The concision of the Senzar language enables it to express most completely and compactly any thought, including infinitely extensive phenomena. Symbolism underlies speech. Hence one small symbol, sent in the form of a particular vibration to a companion, unfolds a whole network of images, and fiery signs through the living breath and geometric expression of a combination of rays bring out a whole range of light in sequence, where a particular colour dominates, as though emphasizing the key tone of the message. In this way, we note the presence of light, colour, and sound, contained in a thought-form,
thereby completely excluding the necessity of direct verbal contact. The Voice of the Great Silence is heard everywhere in Shambhala, but its sounds are always arranged in the diapason of high-frequency energy vibrations. And they, refracted through a sensitive heart, develop into a specific “word.”

The writing system of Senzar is even more complicated, combining in itself seemingly incompatible elements. These include signs, syllables, and letters based on symbolism. A single symbol is capable of developing into an entire treatise, being easily understandable by an initiated disciple of any ethnic background. Of course, the reader’s level of consciousness is also important. Colour, light, number, and sound play a significant role in a secret alphabet from which words and sentences are composed. Each letter, possessing its own specific colour of the rainbow, shade of light, number, and mystic sound syllable, has its equivalent in the languages of all peoples of the world and may be reproduced using different cryptographic methods, with the aid of specialized calculation tables. Thus, a new cryptographic alphabet is created in a given tongue while numerological, geometrical, and astrological keys help the reader precisely determine the way to decode this secret writing. Consequently, this language of signs and symbols facilitates the comprehension of a text written in any tongue. Herein lies the value of such scriptures, for their language is unique, affording the opportunity to preserve itself without the imposed changes that inevitably take place in the languages we are familiar with. But special knowledge is needed in order to learn this language of original cryptography, though the acquisition of it is not as complicated as it might seem at first sight.

Above the Sacred Island rises a multi-storey Tower called Chung. And here, on one of the floors, is stored the only original copy of the Book of Dzyan — among other archaic manuscripts such as the Book of the Golden Precepts and the Book of Maitreya Buddha. In fact, the Tower of Chung, going deep into the rock and high above the clouds, keeps a great number of mysteries, which were inscribed into the pages of extremely voluminous books.
The gates of the depositories open wide, like a book, ready to endow waiting hearts with secret knowledge. How many unexplored folios one can behold within the Stronghold of Light — only the Great Lord knows! From the earth to Heaven, the rows of books are lined up in an orderly manner, in the order of the Hierarchical Ladder, the highest steps of which are occupied by the worthiest of the worthy.

Here one can see the very earliest manuscripts, recorded on tablets of every kind; and one may discover further blessed signs of engraved human thought by transferring one’s reading from stone to invisible books, inaccessible to earthly eyes. Thus, one may find here records of the development of the entire Universe, folios devoted to the study of the physical spheres of the Earth and the history of all the Kingdoms of Nature and Space.

However, not only these records are stored here, but also that of the history of any specific individual, beginning from the moment of their spirit’s origin to their descent into dense matter. The books of human destinies are kept in special repositories and they are similar to the Scrolls of Akasha, through whose unfoldment one can watch the unfoldment of one’s own life — in any period of incarnation — just like a film. These books are crystallized by a special kind of fire and, when opening them, one may enter any Space-Time dimension and witness hitherto unseen episodes of one’s life. Many advanced souls will succeed in perceiving their future as well on the pages of these books. The volumes of the Subtle Plane contain the names of those who have advanced farther than others on the Path of Light. Their names are expressed in the form of certain signs, for a soul may have thousands of names. And this sign confers the right to open the needed page, where a text starts to appear, allowing one to read about the deeds done in the Name of Light. Here one can find the answer to any question. Seven Books successively reveal the history of spirit’s movement through the earthly and Ethereal Worlds.

There is one special Book where not many souls are inscribed — the Book of Fiery Destinies. It registers only those who have trod the heroic path and with their self-sacrificing labour have brought the
Light of the Empyreal Spheres to the Earth. This Book records fiery deeds, and it is entirely woven from the highest substance of Fire. Only those who are inscribed in the Book are able to read it, for one needs special knowledge in order to understand the Fiery Signs. While in the former volumes one may find deeds of the flesh and soul, this one reflects only the fiery path of the Divine Spirit. And it is possible to read one’s destiny for many thousands of years ahead.

The best deeds on the level of countries, peoples, and leaders have been gathered into the depository of experience, finding their place on the pages of numerous books. They are arranged according to the degree of chiaroscuro, as mentioned before, set forth pyramidalily by hierarchical principle, at the foundation of which are those folios which are the closest to earthly spheres. Closer to the top are the tablets of the Subtle Plane, crowned by the volumes of Fiery Destinies.

In addition, the mysterious Tower houses the records of all neglected opportunities given to the Human Race since its creation. Books burnt in fires, containing the knowledge covering all spheres of life; the most progressive ideas, scientific discoveries and many, many other things, which today could have helped humanity to ascend to the step of Divine Humanity — if only people had accepted all this with their minds!

The entire human life would not be sufficient to copy on paper the contents of even a single folio. But even the most comprehensive volume seems to be amazingly light, since its pages are made from a special composition of matter. Neither fire nor water can affect the compactly written lines, which have been crystallized forever. Even though it represents a specific historical era, this is a living word, affirmed beyond Time and Space. Light revives before one’s eyes, and a statically affirmed word takes on a definite hue of manifested energy, resulting in pictures visible to the human eye. However, it is impossible to describe in human words such concepts as colour, light, and sound that figure on the Empyreal Tablets, written in the sacred Senzar.
For each of the priceless artefacts a special niche was created, which was imbued with the currents of those times when an individual manuscript came to light. Further, the energy constant of the currents is preserved, thanks to a specially constructed covering — a “vitreous” substance, which has a clearly defined geometrical shape. Thus the manuscripts bear within themselves an extremely powerful energy potential for many millennia to come. The Book of Dzyan is preserved in a similar manner.

The lines of the Book of Dzyan bear secret signs that unfold the entire history of world development: from inception until the very last moment. Its pages may be disclosed before the eyes of pilgrims only by the Great Lord of Shambhala, who has summoned them with a specific aim: to share with humanity the Ancient Wisdom that has been concealed within unknown caves and mysterious multi-storey towers rooted deep in the Earth. And while they who gain access to the Great Book are able to behold it with their own eyes, nevertheless, the manuscript itself must remain in its energy niche, and should not be touched by human hands. The needed pages will open all by themselves, simply from touches on the Subtle Plane by the Instructor of the Human Race.

Nowadays, many volumes of exoteric and esoteric Commentaries on the Book of Dzyan, representing all of the innermost sciences, are kept hidden in the secret lamaseries of the East. Each of the ancient sciences, religions, and philosophies of the present stage of human evolution is derived from this Great Book. And that is why all sacred texts and all the works of initiated philosophers and alchemists have the same ideas in common, being only popular interpretations of certain parts of the secret manuscript, presented in a different light. In the meantime, the true meaning was veiled by the Messengers of Light behind symbols, myths and legends, deliberate vagueness and unfamiliar terms, extremely abstruse mathematical calculations, and a secret code of certain words and expressions, plus many other forms of camouflage — the seven keys to which are in the hands of the Mahatmas alone. And each of the seven keys must be turned seven times before the entire meaning is revealed.
The Book of Dzyan consists of stanzas, the total number of which is known only to the Initiates. During certain periods of time, fragments of this sacred manuscript are divulged by the Great Masters of Wisdom through their messengers in a certain Ray, since different epochs demand expressions of different energies, imbuing knowledge with the specific energy “colouring” which is needed for the enrichment of the world in a particular century.

Thus, in 1888, for the first time in the history of modern humanity, nineteen stanzas from the Book of Dzyan were revealed by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky in her landmark masterwork, The Secret Doctrine, comprising two volumes on the creation of the Universe and the origin of humanity, known as Cosmogenesis and Anthropogenesis. A third volume — Theogenesis — which includes nine stanzas of Dzyan on the inherent divinity of humanity, was received by Francia La Due between 1906 and 1918.

The present volume is a new excerpt from the Book of Dzyan — or the Book of Secret Wisdom — entitled Agapegenesis. It comprises twelve stanzas, which were originally translated from Senzar into Russian by Zinovia Vasilievna Dushkova in 1995, expounding the symbolism of the mysterious language in the Ray of Love-Wisdom.

The translation from the language of Senzar is complicated by the fact that it is not always possible to find equivalents in other languages for words conveying a complex idea or action. For example, in the matter of finding a human term for the Divine Infinite Principle or the Inconceivable Cause of all Existence, there are very few words that are able to clearly express the main idea to the majority of people living in the Christian countries. Two of these would be God and the Creator. But the Christian understanding of these words does not quite correspond to Truth. At the same time, it is better not to use terms such as Ein Sof, Brahman, or Adi-Buddhi, which might only confuse readers who have been brought up in the Christian tradition. Therefore, in order not to be misunderstood and avoid so many complicated terms, the translator, as a rule, uses those words and expressions that are the most acceptable and accessible in the society she lives in.
Unlike the previous parts of the *Book of Dzyan*, the stanzas of *Agapegenesis* were given without the Commentaries of the Great Teachers. This is because they were translated through the Ray of Love-Wisdom, with its particular focus on the heart. A whole volume of commentary could be devoted to each of the twelve stanzas, but the heart, possessing an All-Seeing Eye, allows one to grasp the whole Truth contained in them.

Like all esoteric texts, *Agapegenesis* comprises seven levels of understanding, and therefore, with every new reading, more and more secrets will be revealed to the eyes of one’s heart. This in turn will proclaim the assimilated Truth through the voice of intuition. However, to aid those who are taking their first steps towards studying such books, the Glossary of words and phrases was compiled. Using the knowledge given by the Masters of the Ancient Wisdom over the last centuries, it is designed to serve as a basis for understanding this work.

And so, beyond Time and Space, the twelve mysterious Stanzas of Love will open before your eyes not only the past, but also the present and future of humanity and the Earth. Thus, bearing in mind the Universal Law of Correspondences, “As below, so above” — it is possible to understand by analogy the development of all Races of Humanity in all their Rounds of Evolution as well as comprehend the path of evolution of our planet, the Solar System, and the whole Universe, according to the Law of Divine Love.
AGAPEGENESIS

Twelve Stanzas from the Book of Dzyan
1. The Gods were at work, rotating the Stellar Wheel. They were winding up the hidden mainspring, which then would unfold, manifesting itself in the concept of Time. The Earth was waiting for it, for the spot bearing that name was already aware of its mission. A small, barely visible drop of Matter was swirling around in Eternity. And for it the Lords of Destiny had foreordained Love! It was their loving intention to see that Love would fill that little drop and, after condensing it, carry it to its defined ultimate boundaries.

2. The Sun was beginning his Round. He had a defined role — the Bearer of Love. It was his job to imbue that small cluster with the warmth of the Fiery Heart, which finally started to take on a definite appearance. The newly attenuated state of Matter enabled the Sun to carry out the excellent work of filling it with his currents of abundant Love.

3. The Gods knew their Task and set a new pace for their Wheel, which was now vibrating faster than ever. The density of Matter
was coupled with firmness and elasticity. The currents of Love had to struggle in order to successfully pierce the stone with their Fire.

4. The new Kingdom of Stones was populating the Earth, endowing her with power over their motionless bodies. The planet, raised by the currents of Love, knew only one way she herself could bring forth Life, and that was Love!

Love! Here she was a rule, a law, a form of Life. Only one thing was required of the Earth: to love! And the Lords of Destiny kept strict watch over the fulfilling of Karma.

5. The planet was doing her utmost. She knew how to love, and what it was to be loved. With all the zeal and fervour of her Loving Soul, she warmed the motionless stones, breaking through their hardness and elasticity. They revived, drinking in the generous currents of Love. Stones were resurrected! They began to blossom like petals of Divine Flowers, and took their place in turn. The planet was beautified by a profusion of flowers.

6. The warmth of the Sun became stronger, for he was clearly experiencing the magical Power of the influence of Love. And the flowers loved both their Father Sun and their Mother Earth. They were their children, born in common! The parents carefully looked after their flowers’ luxuriant heads of many colours, open wide towards them.

The Universe beheld the work of the Lords, and was pleased with the flowers’ first successful appearance. Ceaselessly they worked, imbuing the world with a fragrant aroma. Attracted by the flowers’ Power of Love, constellations generously imparted their own... The Lords of Destiny were content: all was proceeding according to their Predestined Plan.

7. Love reigned supreme all over the world! She was calm and content in her earthly domains. All the celestial bodies supported her in that Divine Work. Only the Sun sometimes peered anxiously into the bowels of Earth during the times when she hid her sides from him as she rotated. Because of the density of Matter, the Sun was not able to glimpse what was happening on the other side of the planet.
8. Eventually, robust vegetation girdled the world, hiding the gentle flowers in its shadow and choking their tiny stems with its mighty roots. These giants seized power and began to swallow light greedily, cutting off the warm solar rays from those who were shorter and much weaker than they. Without the caressing warmth of the All-Loving Sun, lesser creatures withered and perished.

9. Evil had appeared in the world for the first time. The Sun was unable to discern what was going on beneath the thick crowns of giant trees. These effectively concealed evil, which had managed to steal in surreptitiously. The All-Seeing Eye of the Sun partially lost its power, for he could not illuminate the hidden back side of the Earth.

10. The condensation of Matter came to the end of its tether. Billions of years had passed, and human souls were still similar to stones... How could they have become so callous and impenetrable? It was a difficult question to answer! They had become acquainted with evil, who was already rotating his black wheel of time in full swing, standing just beyond the border of the Light. While, on the reverse side, the darkness was trying to obscure the whole of the Light so as to transform him into gloom. But for that she needed some assistance from earthlings.

11. The Light was fighting bravely, armed with the One Power of Love. But because he was always ablaze with pure Divine Love, he felt no hatred towards the darkness, nor did he know jealousy. Love was the most powerful weapon, and the darkness was helpless against her. It was necessary to wield that weapon to be omnipotent! But the darkness could not approach the Light openly, for she would immediately burn down, engulfed in the Flame of Love. But by and by she found a way around: she would enter human Hearts, which were alone capable of holding the Sacred Divine Gift.

12. The human Heart started to glow, like the Celestial Star itself. And that tiny sun in a human breast was full of the bright and brimming-over currents of Love. Nevertheless, the Heart, parched with an endless thirst, went on constantly searching — only for Love, for
that Divine impulse could be quenched by Love alone. Apparently, the Love of the earthly Hearts did not know satisfaction, for she still had not yet fully experienced the Power of the Sacred, Divinely Supreme Love. An enormous task of recognition lay ahead.

And so to fulfil that Task of pure Heavenly Labour, the Lords of Destiny asked the Gods to launch the Supreme Mechanism which would turn another Wheel — one that would go beyond the bounds of Time, leading human Hearts along heavenly pathways to the recognition of True Love.
13. The Day arrived. The Wheel gradually gained momentum and led human Hearts towards Knowledge — something the Hearts had known for a long time. But man was not yet able to comprehend the Wisdom of his own Heart. He had not actually guessed that the Heart was capable of knowing. And all the while, the still, small Voice, which imparted the wise counsel of Life, was practically inaudible to the insensitive human ear. And even when that Voice rang out with unmistakable clarity, like an alarm bell, calling its hearers to arm themselves with the Power of Love on the eve of death, man attempted to muffle it, preferring to take a roundabout route through the labyrinths and machinations of the mind. But the intellect was not able to perceive what the Heart knew, for it was subject to decay. Evil could easily penetrate thereinto, not fearing any encounter with the bright, dazzling Light of Fiery Thought. Man could think only on the lowest levels. And so the Wheel began a New Round.

14. People gradually began to pay attention to the leadings of their own Heart, becoming convinced that the mind’s contemplations, more often than not, led them to wrong conclusions. And the barely
perceptible Voice of the Heart, it appeared, had presaged the Truth... And so there was a pressing need to hearken to that which possessed the Wisdom of insight. But how to do this? How is it possible to avoid mistaking the voice of the mind for the inaudible tremors of the currents of the Heart? People became thoughtful once again. And the Heart meanwhile was still waiting for the time when it would be accepted as the best and most faithful friend...

15. The Sun was shining. Keeping a close watch on human Hearts, he tried to nourish them with Fires in a bid to reinforce the power of Life. Life herself was the gift of the Light, for without him, she could not be conceived. Would this world even exist if there were no Sun? He gave the Light, and it was in the rays of Light that Life had spread her Immortal Wings. Yes, Life was immortal, for she was the forever companion of the Light, who did not know death. Life and the Light were One.

16. The Heart, woven out of Light, belonged to Life. The most delicate particles of condensed Matter were used in its formation. The Heart’s secret was that it could not live without Love. Only Love’s energizing currents could wind the hidden mainspring therein — the spring that allowed the Wheel of Life to rotate. The Heart without Love was dying away, losing its life-force, even turning to stone.

17. The darkness was overtaking those people who had trampled down their inner Light and so were useless to Life. These were the people of death whom evil was penetrating continuously — not only their thoughts, but also their breast, wherein he ruled on a soulless throne of stone. There was nothing for him to fear, for a stone could not strike a spark that would have burnt the darkness’ tenacious paws. O, how the darkness desired such hearts! One had to work very hard to get one’s own way, and the darkness spared no effort or means to this end, if only she could see herself ensconced on the throne which had previously belonged to Life.

18. Man was endeavouring to grow in grace and wisdom. He had already been able to distinguish the Light from the darkness. In
him, these two principles were tightly interwoven, forming a single indivisible essence. Gloomy thoughts swept past, dictating strict orders and generating a combative atmosphere. Evil was amassing legions of venomous thoughts, capable of poisoning the whole Joy of Life with their sinister stench. Joy was the lampion oil which made the Flame of Love glow so brightly. The dark host of gloomy thoughts was successfully depriving the little fire of the nourishment it needed. The flame was gradually diminishing in size, and a light puff of air was all it would take to extinguish it forever. The world was being deprived of Joy, without which both Life and Love would be unthinkable.

19. The Sun, too, was endeavouring to give all that he could. He tirelessly warmed the ever-cooling Hearts in his rays of Love. The Sun wished to apply the full force of his energizing currents to restore human souls to Life. He did not blame people for having lost the Gift — their ability to love. For the Star himself, the most important thing was Love. Therefore, he kept on blazing with greater and greater fervour, so that the Fire-breathing Warmth of his Heart would be enough for all... He was ready to enter into every breast and ascend from the depths of the Earth in the form of billions of tiny lights, which would scatter like stars and delight Eternity with their munificent currents of Love. But to that end it was necessary to find such people capable of accepting the mighty Warmth of Heaven, unafraid of being burnt alive in the Fire-breathing Flame of Love. To become the Sun — this was something only man could wish for. So, day by day, the Sun circled the Earth in search of him...

The Gods were turning the Wheel and winding up the mainspring, which was merging with the powerful spirals of the new currents being sent to the Sun’s aid. They were proclaiming the beginning of a New Era, which would be experienced under the Sign of Fiery Love.
20. The Light was triumphing. The Light knew how strongly people felt the need for him. The human Heart was in need of the Fires of Love; that was already established as the undeniable Truth for everyone. The Gods knew their work. And above all — they knew the Periods. Being beyond Time and Space, they were fully aware of the great significance of the designated Periods by which the world was ruled. The Bright Light had broken through. He had pierced the layers of darkness piled up by human ignorance. Penetrating the dense veil of Matter, he glistened in the gloom. The Light was given birth in the soul. He was palpably felt by man.

21. Wonderful changes started happening in the world. Once they realized the whole life-giving Might of the Flame, people began serving the Fire. They were burning in their Hearts. But the tongues of Fire were still erratic and did not reach very high. Man had given Life to the Fiery Seed, and now he began to glimpse a faint and still immature shoot, not knowing how to make it grow. With his still limited knowledge, he reached out and touched the Flame. Knowing
from his earthly experience how necessary it was to water shoots for more vigorous growth, he generously drenched the germinating seed in water. Only, the water extinguished the fire with a hiss.

In the gathering darkness, the Light grew dim upon contact with this cooling Matter. Once again, a forbidding time was at hand, when rampant extinguishing forces could come into play. Yet the servants of the darkness were unaware of a central fact: that their Period had expired, and they were helpless before the Divine Power of the Seed. Even though the Flame was now practically devoid of its bright tongues of illumination, it was able to revive again. The Seed held within itself the ability to send forth new shoots out of the depths to replace the fading ones. The Light was inextinguishable.

22. The Stellar Period had defined a New Round. At this point it would be impossible to return to the past, since all bridges would be burnt. And they would be burnt by none other than man himself. The most important thing was to discern where the Light was and where the darkness was, and what the past and the future meant for him. Through wise discernment of the essence of all things, he was able to build the saving bridge that would span the abyss and lead him to the Kingdom of the Light. But, all too often, people were stubbornly closing their eyes, unwilling to glimpse the Bright Path which was right beneath their feet, and blindly burnt the bridges that would lead them to the shore of Salvation. Insisting on their own way, these blind ones were depriving themselves forever of the Kingdom of Eternal Fires, preferring to remain instead in the total gloom of ignorance. Thus began to unfold the stratification of humanity, which was to make the last step beyond the border of the darkness or the Light. That was their Final Choice, for the Period — as designated by the stars — had so determined.

23. Love once again came to life in the world and diffused the Almighty Rays, which were even able to pierce through the most incredibly dense masses of petrified Matter. And, little by little, people began to open their eyes. They had long known that even a stone was capable of loving, protecting, guarding, and bringing
happiness to their owners — owners whom they indeed loved. Yes, the world was brimming over with Love.

Man beheld how a flower which he had mercilessly torn from its stem would incline its beautiful little head towards him, dedicating the last moments of its life to a declaration of Love — Love for him, a man. Yes, a flower is able to love even a slayer that has brutally severed the thread of its marvellous, innocent life. Flowers forgive everything, because they sincerely love man — even men who are most in “love” with the money they receive for the “goods” they sell. The flowers very much hoped that people would open their eyes and understand how it was even painful to love them...

Indeed, humanity was coming nearer to this understanding, for the language of one flower was always understandable to another member of the floral kingdom. After all, it was not so long ago that human beings were flowers themselves, covering the whole planet in a carpet of beautiful bloom. But the Gods did not pluck them...

24. A Time to blossom and a Time to bear fruit. Were not bounteous fruits being borne by those that had been blooming so luxuriantly, in accord with the Periods established for them? Yes, their fruits were fresh and fragrant. But at first they could be seen only by the Creator — the One who had sown the Seeds. His was the Hand that had generously scattered the Divine Seeds on the Earth. But some of them fell among thorns and were choked. Many fell in stony places...

God was waiting for the harvest. He longed to see the Divine Fruit, for like would bear like unto Him, as an apple tree would bear an apple and a pear tree a pear. Thus, in everything, His Law would be obeyed. The Seed germinated and hastened to bear fruit. All the shoots were by now firmly established, showing strong stems. Only their fruit was still in question. And only as the fruit ripened was it possible to judge the results. But for that the Periods had not yet come. In the meantime, the fruit was absorbing everything granted to it by a generous world. And the roots, whether they were sunk into the darkness or into the Light, served to determine the fruit’s true value...
Thus the Gods directed the Motion of the Wheel towards the New Period. And that was the Season of Reaping, designed to effect the final calculation of the ripened Divine Harvest.
25. The Sons of God came. They descended to examine the Field, wherein the Golden Seed was emerging. But the Earth had already been partially poisoned with the foreboding fumes of evil. Poison seeped into soil, threatening to envenom the new shoots. The plants resisted as they strove to develop according to the Programme laid out in the Core of the Seed. The Fiery essence of the Seed was impervious to the darkness. Evil hid himself, lying in wait for an opportune moment to attack the shoots just as they were on the point of breaking through... The Sons of God discerned the lurking danger — henceforth evil would fall under their eagle-eyed control.

26. The Gods awaited the arrival of the Sons who had been sent to the Earth. The Sons were delayed, however, as they attempted to expose all the spheres that had been seized by evil. They were trying to explain certain Truths to the people, but these people did not have sufficient intelligence to properly understand the Sons of God.

27. The Great Sages of Insight cried unto the Gods turning the Wheel to hasten the coming of the Periods, when man would be endowed with a more perfect mind... And man became thoughtful...
He began to notice that his skin had quite recently changed from that of an animal to something quite different — a human one. But a sinister, lower power, one based more on instincts than reason, held sway inside of him and prevented him from ascending. The Sons of God therefore undertook the enormous Task of transmuting instinct into intuition, which would allow man to hear the Voice of the Heart.

28. The work was in full swing on the Earth. Immortal Beings were walking amongst mortals, effecting colossal transformations in human Hearts. And as the condensed clusters of matter steadily softened, losing their impenetrable stoniness, man became capable of feeling with the Heart. There were still many things he could not yet understand, but already he was speaking of what he felt in his Heart. And so he took the first step towards the Country of Immortality.

29. The Sons of God noticed that some of the mortals were now robed in seamless Immortal Garments. Their Hearts were blazing, being reflected with all their fervour and purity in the Great Divine Fires. In them, the power of the animal principle had been obliterated forever, and all instincts of the past overcome. These were Earthly Gods, created from ordinary people. Once they were qualified to replace the Higher Toilers of Light, the Sons of God left the Fields of the Earth and returned to the Gods on high.

30. Labour was transforming all living things. Wherever vigilance was abandoned, the darkness appeared at once, bringing her inner laws into play. But she could not approach a toiler, for she knew that Labour was a Prayer to the Light. Taking advantage of the departure of the Sons of God, evil began to invade the Souls of Light — those that had accepted the Heavenly Burden of Fire — with his countless legions of gloom. The darkness endeavoured to confront these Souls of Light with equal, or even stronger, forces of evil. She had already found such people, catching them at the very moment when they had let go of the Sacred Labour which had been entrusted to them. After tricking them into believing that one could enjoy the fruits
of somebody else’s labour, the darkness did not allow them to work and instead put a sword into their dangling hands. Evil permitted the forceful appropriation of that which had been given for the good of the whole world, as it had been cultivated for everyone.

31. Menacing whirlwinds of darkness skimmed over the entire planet, spiralling from one end of the globe to the other. These black wheels spun as if by a giant hand, sweeping up all living things in their path. The darkness was determined to raze to the ground all the new shoots that were threatening to cover the Earth with a Field of Gold.

God’s Seeds sprouted tender shoots as they broke free from the deep ruts they had been trampled into by the gloom, and promised a rich harvest. Those who had cultivated their Divine Seeds in the Fire were now joined by new souls. They had a great desire to assist their brethren who had risen from the ashes and now shone like lodestars before the eyes of sighted people. Hearts followed the Light-Bearers, prepared to pass through a deep abyss of gloom, carrying with them their inner Divine Light undefiled.

32. The time had come. People began to talk about the Periods. They started to rise above the concept of Time and break away from the ground. Man understood that he was the nexus of the decaying temporal and the undecaying eternal. He was the possessor of two opposite poles, on one of which was the epicentre of death, and the other one — the centre of Immortality. He was, at one and the same time, the son of ashes and the Son of God. It was indeed a challenge to understand himself, since he had been woven entirely of contradictions, which had taken up a firm position inside him, unwilling to change their own polarity. He was being torn apart: on the one hand, the mortal was luring him with all its might, while on the other, the immortal was attracting and charming him with the marvellous Fires of Spirit. Man kept swinging from one extreme to another. Decaying, earthly treasures held no importance for the Light, but decay could not recognize the Divine Gifts of Eternity.
A fierce internal struggle was underway: man was in conflict with himself.

33. A gong struck. The Third Round of the battle was over. Balance had won. Man understood that he should not rush about and fret, thereby weakening his precious life forces. His two poles, like two scale-pans, he resolved to keep in balance, not letting evil outweigh his divine heritage. The pan of Light was feathery and weightless. He must no longer add dark deeds to the opposing pan of darkness; at the same time he would sort through its contents for worthiness, so as to burn whatever he didn’t need as superfluous rubbish. The work progressed quickly. Man glanced sometimes into one of the pans, and sometimes into the other. Keeping constant watch over new additions to the pan of Light was difficult, for it was so weightless and invisible that it was a challenge to perceive just when the pan of evil started to outweigh it...

A high degree of alertness was required. And the Gods decided to set a New Period for the Round of Earthly Time, so that mankind would be armed with this priceless Gift of Heaven.
34. The Light of Illumination touched the Earth. The long night that had dominated human consciousness was losing its thickly hued layers. The dark veil of ignorance began to drop from people’s eyes as they opened their vision and were imbued with alertness.

35. Those who most longed for the Light were touched with Fires by the Sons of Heaven. Their flash of illumination spread among the chosen. Those people absorbed the Fires with eager enthusiasm, adding to the luminous capabilities of their Heart. The world became lighter and brighter. But, still, one had to work hard to kindle the Fires in the Light-Bearers’ companions. And the Sons of Heaven called for help from those who had preserved the lucidity of the Flame.

36. Sparks were flaring. And with the New Era came a great inflow of Fire. Many people were already carrying the Divine Flame within their breasts. Nevertheless, they were in the minority, compared with the whole mass of humanity. These Light-Bearers were recognized immediately, for it is impossible to conceal the Light. They spoke of
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God, of Pure Heaven embraced by the Flame of Love, of the Sons of Eternity.

The darkness was irritated by such “flowery” speeches and, wanting to wrap everyone in an even denser veil of ignorance, she infused malice into the minds of her listeners. Consumed with violent rage and blinded by anger, the sightless groped for stones. Stones from stony hearts, interlaced with a hail of curses, rained down on those who were bearing the Light of Love...

Love was beaten, tortured, burnt... But she was ineffaceable, for she was drawing upon Immortal Forces within herself. She loved, and that was all that mattered... Sparks were igniting.

37. The Gods saw how desperately the Warriors of Love were fighting. Armed with the Divine Gift, they walked the Earth with a single Mission in mind — to love. For them, the most important thing was to preserve Love for humanity intact. They did not expect a loving response in return, as they failed to meet Love in those who had extinguished the spark of Fire within themselves and had grown cold. Love was to ignite their godlessly smoking wick. The Bearers of the Flame touched everyone in sight. Some were ignited at once, promising to preserve and cultivate their tiny Flame, while others averted their eyes; still others took a stone out of their bosoms, which they had harbouried there in place of their Heart. Yes, a stone had replaced the Heart! But the Gods knew how to work with such dense Matter, which at some point would turn into a gentle igniferous scarlet flower. On and on they laboured.

38. A drop of water can wear away a stone. A seemingly weak force defeats a stronger one. Water gushed into the world. And the strongest of all was a tiny drop, for the drop knew that it was one with the Limitless Ocean of Eternity. It started in to work, polishing dense granite-like masses.

39. It was as though drops of hot tears were falling on the unyielding surface of a stone. The stone was helpless in the face of that steady tap-tap-tapping. It was knocking at the door of its soul, demanding that it open itself to the whole world. The world waited. The stone
was silent. But the drop proved to be stronger, and washed away all soulless barriers with which the darkness had attempted to smother the stone’s ever so delicate nature. Now it was free and open to all. And the New World believed in it...

40. The Sons of God finally caught their breath and let out a quiet sigh: the scale-pan of evil was becoming noticeably lighter. They breathed out a new stream of fresh Fires in response to the Call of the Hearts that reached them from the bowels of Earth. Plunged into darkness, the planet resembled the night sky, for she was all a-twinkling with little sparks of stars — these glowed in the Hearts of those who had preserved the Fire safe from the malicious claws of forces that would extinguish it. The Sons of God were reaching out with stellar silver threads towards the Hearts of the Light-Bearers, turning them into immortal carriers of Divine Currents. Such people were able to love and to know what Love is.

41. The outer covering of the planet looked something like lace. Bright glowing threads were being interwoven in a fanciful pattern, faithfully streaming the Divine Current which was bearing the life-giving Power of Love. And the Earth began to breathe in these Fires.

42. The Sun was blazing, filling all the channels of the life-bearing artery of the Light with streams of new Fires. And even the people of the Earth noticed that — from their point of view, at least — the excessive activity of the Sun was burning through everything.

43. The world began to be ruled by completely different currents, which had come to replace the old ones, carrying within themselves the aroma of Divine Spheres. Even the Earth had changed her appearance. She could not resist the renewing power of the Fires. The planet also renewed her continents, especially those which she had previously submerged to the bottom as needing the purifying effect of water. In the Flame of yawning craters, she had burnt away anything that could not fit in to the new Life. Now she was being nourished by other currents, desiring to rid herself forever of the mistakes which had stained her mantle in the past.
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With the transformation of her appearance, the Earth sought release from the clutch of the filthy hands of evil that were blackening her spheres. For evil had gone into hiding, and was now immersed in the gloom of non-existence. But therein, too, remained his carriers — carriers that formed the greater part of slumbering humanity. Evil was trying with new strength to bring back his former glory-days and, in this, his main hope, as always, rested on people. For they would have to hate literally everything in order to infuse the whole soil with seeds of hatred, which were alone capable of choking the gentle shoots of Love.

44. Gloom was once more on the attack, using human hands and feet to trample the deeds of the Light. Man seemed to be a vessel for cruelty and insidious malice. He knew no peace, feverishly attempting to reap God’s bounty with bloodstained instruments. But the Light had no knowledge of hatred; condemnation was alien to him, along with the many other weapons comprising the arsenal of the darkness. The Light was capable only of loving. And so he loved...

45. Malice was devouring itself, oozing with anger. It was counting on provoking hatred in response to hatred. But the Light-Bearers totally rejected condemnation and spiteful attacks in response, for they perceived no enemy. Nor would they pervert the energy of Love by transforming it into its opposite. They had confidently taken their places on the pole bearing the imprint of Love. For them, the opposite pole, from which only cold hatred was pouring forth, held no attraction at all.

The darkness was losing strength: her army simply melted before her eyes as it drew near to the Warmth of Loving Hearts. Rarely did anyone forsake the Camp of the Light. Deserters were becoming ever harder to find, and it was now almost impossible to win over to the dark side anyone who had recognized the true value of Divine Love.

46. The Flame did not die out. Rather, it shone ever more gently, illumining the world with a steady Light. Balance was established on the planet. The scale-pans were gradually stabilized, manifesting a balance of power...
Everything lay low, held in abeyance: the darkness was afraid of making a single step towards the Light, for she could easily be dissolved in the fervent embrace of the Flame; nor did the Light advance, for he had no right to attack or to impose his warmth or the Light of Love upon the unwilling. Light responds only to the Call, and does so in the twinkling of an eye, filling the crying Heart with generous currents of Love...

The two huge pans of the scales were being held by the Invisible Hand of Humanity, which was free to place into them either evil or good, calling upon the forces of either the darkness or the Light. All the Worlds stood still, awaiting the Final Choice that the people of the Earth, now divided and clustering at two opposite poles, were obliged to make. Humanity was deciding its destiny... The Gods stood still and, just for a moment, stopped the motion of the rotating Wheel of Time.
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ADEPT — one who has attained true knowledge and mastered the Laws of Spirit and Matter, reaching the stages of Initiation and thus becoming a Master of Esoteric Philosophy.

AGAPE (Greek, “Love”) — spiritual, selfless, sacrificial, unconditional Divine Love, which serves as a model for humanity. In the Bible it is the highest of the four types of Love. It is Love which is both of God and from God, whose very nature is Love itself. Jesus Christ showed humanity this type of Love for the first time on the Earth.

AGNI¹ (Sanskrit, “Fire”) — the Fire, the God of Fire. He is the oldest and the most revered of Gods in India. It should be noted that Agnus Dei (Latin, “Lamb of God”) of Christianity — i.e., Christ — is represented by symbols identical with the God Agni of Hinduism.

Agni is one of the three great deities: Agni, Vayu, and Surya, and also all three at once, being the threefold aspect of Fire; in the sky as the Sun; in the air as Lightning; on the Earth as ordinary Fire. Agni was part of the ancient Vedic Trimurti (Sanskrit, “three faces” or “threefold form” — i.e., the Trinity) before Vishnu was given a place of honour and before Brahma and Siva were manifested.

In ancient times, Agni was considered the source of all beings and powers: Agni is manifested in all that exists; he is inseparable from life and there is no life without Agni. It is the very substance of the invisible God’s divine essence, ever-present in every atom of His creation, which the Rosicrucians call the “Celestial Fire.” All space is filled with this Fire. All energies and elements originate from the one Primary Energy — the Fire. Each manifestation of spirit and matter is but the manifestation of this same primary energy of Agni.

The circle in the symbol represents endless Time in Eternity, signifying the Divine Unity, from which all proceeds and to which all returns. God can be thought of as a kind of “Circle,” the centre of which is everywhere and the circumference nowhere. Thus, for all peoples, the Circle has been the symbol of the Unknown — “Boundless Space,” the abstract vesture of an ever-present abstraction — the Incognizable Deity. The symbol of Spirit and Immortality has always

¹ As in the symbol on the cover of this book.
been depicted as a circle; hence a serpent biting its tail represents the Circle of Wisdom in Infinity.

**AKASHA** *(Sanskrit, “Sky”) — Primeval Matter, also known as *Materia Matrix*; the refined, supersensible spiritual essence which pervades all space; primary cosmic substance. In fact, it constitutes Universal Space, which inherently includes the eternal Ideation of the Universe in its ever-changing aspects on the planes of matter and objectivity.

The Scrolls of Akasha, or the Akasha Chronicles, are a particular manifestation of the limitless and indestructible memory of Nature, which stores information about all events and manifestations of the Cosmos — man, planet, system, or anything else.

**ALERTNESS** — the quality of discernment, which is acquired by the heart as a result of labour and experience throughout many lives. The eye of the heart can see, hear, and feel a lot, for the heart lives in the Higher Spheres, while the brain and its five senses live only in the physical world.

Alertness (or vigilance) helps man discern reality and Truth. For all that is called earthly life is a grand illusion, and its temptations serve as a test for detecting and separating the real from the unreal, the true from the false, the eternal from the temporal, the immortal from the perishable, the useful from the harmful. Everything on the Earth is but an instrument to gain experiential knowledge from earthly life that one can take further into one’s life in the Ethereal Spheres. And this knowledge, which is invisible, imperceptible, and intangible, appears to be more real and palpable than houses, clothes, or money. The more knowledge of the heart is accumulated and the purer it is, the easier it is to discern the true nature of people and things. Of course, one must go through many trials before one can rely on the accuracy of one’s keen perceptions. But life is the best school of all.

Restraint in thoughts, words, movements, and emotions accumulates a fiery force within. The more it accumulates, the more certainly will it offer unmistakable recognition. But, at the same time, alertness is also the condition for the conscious accumulation of the fiery energy
crystallized in the physical body. For the quality of wise discernment saves man from excessive expenditures of energy, and acts as a means of self-protection. After all, each and every mistake in recognition leads to consequences — their duration and significance depending on the gravity of the mistake.

The vigilant eye of the heart is able to penetrate deep inside the human soul and see the true essence, which man typically hides behind an external mask. Unfortunately, the ability to discern the manifestations of the Light from those of the darkness is possessed by only a few, otherwise there would be far less monstrous delusion and blindness in the world. Because of the lack of heartfelt alertness, the true Messengers of Heaven are rarely recognized by people in time.

**ALL-SEEING EYE** — the so-called “Third Eye,” which is closely related to the centre of the heart, enabling one to see all things spiritually without limits, irrespective of Time and Space. In Ancient Egypt, it was the symbol of the solar God Ra. According to ancient beliefs, it is the property of all Gods.

The All-Seeing Eye is also the symbol of the Akasha Chronicles, that is, the space which registers everything occurring in the Universe.

**ARMAGEDDON** — in the broadest sense, a trial, or test, which gives the right to advance to a new level of development or into a New World. As Evolution is endless, Armageddon began in the very first days of the creation of the planet Earth.

In its traditional meaning, Armageddon is the Final Battle between the Forces of the Light and the darkness, as proclaimed in ancient prophecies.

After Lucifer’s defeat in his war with the Sons of Light in the age of Atlantis, as well as in our present times, the forces of the darkness realized they would never triumph over the Light and, sooner or later, they would be annihilated by the fiery energies approaching the Earth. Therefore, Lucifer, who had no access to the Higher Worlds, decided to blow up the planet, since that alone would allow him to remain in its atmosphere for some time and so prolong his life. The catastrophe
could happen in 1899, 1949, 1954, 1977, or 1999. In this case, the Brotherhood of the Great Teachers, together with the best Earth-dwellers, would move to Venus and Jupiter; the majority would wait billions of years for the formation of a new planet in order to continue their evolution, while the worst of them would end up on Saturn. But the Earth was saved from destruction through the incredible efforts of all Forces of the Light in the Solar System.

The liberation of the Earth from the dictatorship of Lucifer began at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century on the Subtle Plane; soon afterwards the battle shifted onto the physical plane in the form of the First World War, 1914–1918. At the end of 1931, on the Subtle Plane, a new phase of the struggle for humanity’s freedom and immortality began. The calculations unearthed in the Great Pyramid of Giza indicated the significance of 1936 — this was the start of the personal fight between the Great Lord of Shambhala and the Lord of the Darkness, the celestial battle of Archangel Michael and his angels with the Dragon as proclaimed in the Bible. Eventually, the decisive battle of Forces of the Light and the darkness shifted from the Subtle Plane to the physical one, which gave rise to the Second World War, 1939–1945.

The Final Battle ended with the triumph of the Forces of the Light on 17 October 1949, when the Great Lord banished Lucifer to Saturn. However, this did not end Armageddon, for the servants of the Ruler of the Darkness still remain on the Earth, only now the main field of battle lies in the invisible realm of human hearts.

AROMA — one of the aspects of Sound, inherent in every phenomenon and process. Scent is comprised of the smallest particles of matter, radiated by auras and dispersed into the surrounding atmosphere as the result of the combination of the elements forming matter. The Light, its colours and aromas are closely related among themselves. Each sound and colour in the spectrum is associated with its own special aroma. The energies of the Light and the darkness have their own distinctive scent: the former is fragrant; the latter has a fetid stench.

Every condition and process in the human body gives off emanations, accompanied by corresponding scents, colours, and expulsion of gas. Thus, every individual has a particular scent, along with each of their emotions, feelings, and even thoughts. Pure spirits are fragrant, but those immersed in vice stink. Hence one can determine the spiritual condition of man by his scent. The intensity of a scent indicates the tenacity of the corresponding good or evil principle. As man improves, the aroma he exudes becomes more refined and fragrant. The purification of his thoughts, feelings, and nutrition is reflected in the quality of the scents he emits.

Evil deeds, thoughts, and feelings do not disappear into space, but leave fetid crystalline accumulations in the body. The brown gas produced by the darkness, which blankets many regions of the planet, also gives off the stench of decay.

In the Subtle World, scents are especially significant, for they serve as food for subtle bodies. Every sphere differs from another by its smells. Man in his subtle body is drawn to the sphere that matches his own scent: the fragrance of the Higher Spheres or the stench of the lowest layers.

Every High Spirit has their own fragrance, which is close to the aroma of the flower through which they were incarnated in the Human Kingdom or a species of which they patronize in the Plant Kingdom. When a High Spirit approaches a man in their subtle body, one can physically sense the aroma of the corresponding flower. However, this fragrance is perceived not by the nose but by the heart.

Aromas can help cure. Even the mental evocation of positive scents in conjunction with optimistic thoughts can have a restorative effect.

**ART** — the highest form of creativity accessible to humanity on the Earth, which paves the path to their highest purpose in the Cosmos. Through art, Beauty comes into life — along with, of course, the Light.

Jesus Christ said to people: “Ye are Gods”\(^3\) — this is the goal of human evolution, though not its limit, for the process of self-perfection is endless. Man’s destiny is to become a god and the creator of new worlds and forms of life. Man has been given power over all

---

\(^3\) John 10:34.
flesh, i.e., over all kinds of matter and energy in the Cosmos; these in fact are concentrated in him. And art is the means of the mastering, educating, and developing this creative force of human consciousness. It awakens in man his dormant and hidden powers, accustoming him to the Fire — the primary energy of the Cosmos, without which no work of art can be created. It is precisely in the preparation of the human spirit for the possibility of cosmic creativeness that lies the great significance of art on the Earth. And the opportunities for cosmic creativity are boundless.

The arts serve to train and intensify the faculties of hearing, sight, and rhythm, along with a sensitivity to beauty — in short, all human abilities, which help in daily life as well. After all, the creativity of man is manifest everywhere: in each word, thought, action, or deed. Creativity moulds human energies into a particular form. Everyone creates their own environment through their own unique energies. Even the inner world of man is but the natural outcome of his creative work and efforts. Of course, these worlds differ from each other, for creativity may be either light or dark, though the latter cannot be considered a favourable phenomenon. Creativity requires the ability to bring compatible elements together and combine them in harmony, for the foundation of true art is Beauty. And nothing in the world but art can teach this marvellous process of creation.

ASHRAM (Sanskrit, “hermitage”) — a sacred abode, temple, or monastery, where Teachers and their disciples are to be found.

ATLANTIS — Plato’s name for the continent whereon the Fourth Race of humanity developed. Extending from the North to the South, it was located in an area now covered by the waters of the Atlantic Ocean.

Numerous islands rose from the depths to form this continent, beginning some five million years ago. At the same time, the Great Teachers started gathering and resettling on one of the central islands the best representatives of the Third Race from the continent of Lemuria, whose time was drawing to a close.

The first Atlanteans were almost three-and-a-half metres tall, later decreasing in height to approximately two-and-a-half metres. The
peak of Atlantis’ flourishing coincided with the Toltec period, when, after long internecine wars, tribes united into a federation headed by an emperor. The capital was the City of Golden Gates, situated in the Eastern part of Atlantis.

The Great Teachers living among the people had imparted to the Atlanteans an abundance of mystic knowledge, enabling them to achieve success in many spheres of life — they were able to manage the most powerful energies; they knew the mysteries of Nature and could breed new species of plants and animals; they could come up with the most complex technologies, including the science of aeronautics; in addition, they made direct contact with the Distant Worlds.

The decline of Atlantis began with the fall of Lucifer, who had been one of humanity’s trusted Instructors. People began to use mystic knowledge not for the good of all but for glorifying themselves, accumulating riches, inventing deadly weapons, waging war, practising black magic, and so on. Those who warned of the inevitable disaster resulting from the actions of the Atlanteans faced a death penalty. This frightful moral decline, along with the humiliation of women and other perversions, led to the Atlanteans consciously repeating the sin of primitive man, the progenitor of the primary apes; the sexual intercourse between some Atlanteans and primary apes produced man-like monkeys.

The violation of Cosmic Laws on such an unprecedented scale, along with the use of black magic by the Atlanteans against the Sons of Light, brought destructive elemental forces into play. These gradually destroyed Atlantis and ushered in the Ice Age, covering whole regions of the planet with ice.

The main continent was destroyed by water a few millions years ago, leaving a number of large and small islands, among which were Ruta and Daitya. The isle of Ruta sank almost 850,000 years ago, and Daitya submerged nearly 270,000 years ago, leaving a smaller island known as Poseidonis, which itself sank below the sea in 9564 BCE.

Prior to these disasters, the Sons of Light resettled the best and most spiritual inhabitants of Atlantis to Egypt, transferring there
the entire mystic heritage of the Atlanteans. The Masters themselves moved to Shambhala, which was also an island at the time. They have been helping humanity secretly ever since, without revealing themselves.

Today, Atlantis is slowly rising and will be the continent for the development of the Sixth and Seventh Races of humanity.

AURA — the electro-magnetic radiation of all the accumulated energies of a living organism, especially the heart, retaining its dominant colour, sound, and scent. All bodies and objects of the manifest world are surrounded by an aura.

The human aura is kind of a passport which quickly identifies the individual’s essence and destiny. In the future, a person’s aura will determine their suitability to hold important positions in every domain of life. Every thought, emotion, feeling, or act leaves an impress on their aura in the form of radiations, which, in turn, magnetically attract elements from space that correspond with their tonality. The more powerful the fiery energy in a man, the stronger the influence of his aura over his whole environment. Throughout his life, a man suffuses everything he touches with the radiations of his aura, brightening or darkening the objects around him. Besides, everyone perceives the world through the prism of their aura, as though they were looking through glasses. Hence, through an aura of light, one sees only the Light, while a dark aura offers glimpses mostly of the darkness.

Nevertheless, the aura of a newborn child is colourless, as a rule, until the age of seven, when the first gleam of consciousness imbues it with the colours corresponding to the accumulations of previous lives.

The margin of aura should be enclosed by a protective net, woven together from the sediments of the most refined fiery energies for defence against extraneous intrusions and influences. But spirits devoid of spirituality do not have such a guard; therefore, they often fall victim to the impact of other people’s auras, especially of those possessing a powerful aura of black fire; they also succumb to the indoctrinations of various evil entities from the Subtle Plane. This,
of course, affects human health most of all. Remember that more spiritually-minded people have a protective net in the form of fiery ruby sparks. However, dark entities are always attempting to break through, for even the slightest rupture opens the way to control over one’s being. The aura of powerful spirits generates a ray, which imbues thoughts — or anything else — with its colour and energy. When a thought like this is aimed in a specific direction, it has the appearance of a real ray in space, equipped with tremendous power.

A planet, too, possesses an aura, along with a protecting net. The aura of the Earth accumulates all the energies produced by the activity and free will of humanity. At the beginning of its existence, the aura of the Earth was golden, but by the mid-20th century it had turned ash-grey with clouds of brown gas and black holes in its protective net. By the end of the last century, the Hierarchy of Light and its earthly colleagues managed to restore the net. But the state of the planet’s aura still depends upon humanity collectively and every living being in particular.

BALANCE — grand harmony; the foundation of Being and the existence of everything that is, was, and will be.

Cosmic Balance (or Equilibrium) is a condition underlying the existence of the manifest world, since opposing powers hold it in balance. All visible and invisible worlds, planets and solar systems are held in balance among themselves by their rays and energies. Any disturbance of this cosmic harmony results in the destruction of visible worlds. At the same time, Chaos is the complete destruction of harmony. Hence, there is a Law of Balance ruling the Universe. Even the Cosmic Periods are determined by it. For example, if the strongest star sends its fiery rays to a populated planet before the appointed time, their energy will incinerate the planet and annihilate its humanity.

In like manner, human life is based on the Law of Balance, which presupposes a unification of principles, equal in terms of energy but opposite in force. Once this unification occurs, the process of attraction ceases, restoring the equilibrium. In other words, all earthly desires and emotions are energies, seeking contact and completion. Therefore, the desires and aspirations of man, sooner or later, somewhere and
somehow, will attract the object of their desire through a combination of different energies. The more man cherishes his directed energies, the more he is attracted towards the corresponding objects or spheres where such phenomena — or energies — exist. This is especially apparent, for example, in human emotions: a man may one day feel exceeding joy, yet the next day grieve with a similar show of fervour. He may either remain at this neutral point of balance or produce new energies, which will require his desires to be fulfilled if an equilibrium is to be established.

Balance itself is a neutral state that neither attracts nor is attracted; it is a neutralization of the duality which arises when consciousness establishes its authority over both poles of the manifestation of one and the same thing. The conscious extinguishing of directed energy means the establishment of the equilibrium of this energy. When man extinguishes his earthly energies, the sphere of the Earth loses its magnetic power and he is released from the power of terrestrial illusions. But the maintaining of balance is within one’s powers only when the human spirit consolidates its power over the lower bodies, when the heart subjugates the mind, when every feeling and deed becomes not personal, but transpersonal. Otherwise, man will only waver between the negative and the positive.

It must be noted that equilibrium and indifference are completely different states of mind. Indifference is associated with apathy, inertness, weakness, and the extinguishing of fires, while equilibrium is a calm and unemotional attitude towards everything concerning one’s personal self.

Balance (or equilibrium) is a mighty force, for any energy aimed at a man in this state meets absolutely no reaction and bounces back on its progenitor. A balanced consciousness is like a sphere with a surface smooth as glass, allowing nothing to cling to it. It is indeed the establishing of such a balance that Jesus Christ envisaged in His command to “resist not evil,” as well as in His words: “the prince of this world cometh, and hath nothing in me.”

---
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In ancient teachings, balance is called the “Middle Path,” or the “Golden Path,” by which man gains mastery over fiery energies and crystal of his heart grows rapidly. The man who has attained equilibrium — the most difficult quality of all to achieve — attracts the attention of the Great Lord of Shambhala himself.

BEAUTY — the basis of the expression of the Light through harmony, as well as through the concordant combination of all the elements comprising the structure of the form in which it is manifested. This requires a knowledge of the laws of harmony, measure, and number. The mystery of light, colour, and sound inherent in such a phenomenon produces a powerful magnetic attraction and exerts an influence over man’s consciousness. This explains the great impact on human consciousness produced by Nature, beautiful books, or masterpieces of art. For example, one may notice the manifestation of such concordance in the blossoming of a rose.

The quality of harmony and beauty may be equally expressed by a human soul. If ugliness — another word for darkness — is the progenitor of the basest fires and uncleansed elements, then the Beauty of thoughts, words, feelings, and deeds lays the foundation for the crystals of fiery energy in a human body. Wars, diseases, fanaticism, mediocrity, ignorance, etc. do not correspond to the concept of Beauty. Fashion and Beauty are not always concordant, for fashion is all too often the expression of vanity and ugliness. In the Higher and Distant Worlds, Beauty is the basis for the construction of one’s entire life. Therefore, in order to enter the Higher Spheres, one should learn to affirm Beauty in everything already on the Earth — from the infinitesimal to the infinite.

Beauty is the foundation of the New World, underlying life in all its forms. Indeed, the Era of the Heart can also be called the Era of Beauty, for the heart is the crown of Beauty in any creation. Everything will be marked with the seal of Beauty, especially man — but not so much outwardly as inwardly. Internal Beauty will eventually find itself manifest in an external appearance — after all, sheer physical beauty, not spiritualized by the beauty of spirit, is not true Beauty. Even
health is simply a form of internal beauty — an outward expression of balance or harmony.

Note that it is the realization of Beauty which will ultimately save the world.

**BLOOD** — a borderline condition of matter between the gross and subtle planes, a conductor of vital energy. All living things have blood, even a stone — its form is just different, invisible. The subject of blood has completely escaped humanity’s research to date, because of their refusal to accept the existence of the Subtle Plane and their insistence on viewing the heart only as a physical, muscular organ.

In fact, the number of blood groups by far exceeds four. The medicine of the future will classify 24 groups, associated with stellar rays and the signs of the zodiac. Scientists have already discovered that water preserves information about surrounding events and things. Blood, in turn, captures information about people’s past lives and develops a structure for their future incarnations. Blood is a carrier of both terrestrial and ethereal energies, uniting in itself the earthly Karma with the Cosmic Karma of Love. One’s Karma is fully imprinted with one’s blood formula. For example, if a man aspires to the Light, this changes his formula.

There are abodes of the black brotherhood, whose task is to ruin this world, and so they are engaged in making various combinations of destructive currents. Wherever they are, blood is inevitably shed and wars are waged. Evil sorcerers, the darkness, are fed and strengthened by evaporations — or emanations — of blood. To this end they attempt to gain a foothold at some point. While sorcerers of inferior rank need conflicts, irritations, quarrels, etc., the more powerful ones feed on the emanations of blood shed in tragedies on a grand scale. And so, they do everything to ensure that there are people empowered as the sorcerers’ reflections on the terrestrial plane, making them foment wars, supplying the darkness with a harvest of blood-soaked dew. Disembodied entities that live in the lower near-Earth spheres of the Subtle Plane can also instigate conflicts, since the evaporations of blood are their only bread. Crystallized bloodstained emanations,
spilt out into these near-Earth spheres as a result of numerous wars, may remain there for centuries or even millennia, especially if from time to time they are multiplied through additional layers of new destructive processes.

In the places which have seen the greatest outpouring of the Light and positive energy capable of changing the entire world — such as India, Israel, Russia, Syria, Ukraine, etc. — the darkness, often acting from within, has been attempting to erase this energy from the soil by means of bloodshed, creating nuclei of constant conflicts on religious, political, or any other grounds under the guise of “good intentions.” These emanations of blood very quickly change the formula of energy at the level of the physical sphere — thus transforming it into a destructive energy that spreads itself throughout the world. In addition, such bundles of blood energy can be used by extra-terrestrial technocratic civilizations to create a kind of biorobot.

Bloodshed affects Nature too. Thus, ever since the time of Atlantis, when people wanted to subdue the power of stones and establish magical authority over the whole world, when deadly wars were started and blood was shed for the sake of earthly treasures, they — the representatives of the Mineral Kingdom — have been saturated with emanations of blood which disrupted the energy code of their evolution. They moved into the Plant Kingdom, creating poisonous lethal species. And this was followed by their transition into the Animal Kingdom in the form of aggressive animals, aimed at bringing death to the higher Kingdom of Humanity. All the Kingdoms are interrelated with each other, and humanity, it turns out, itself created the deadly classes of Nature. In addition, some representatives of the Mineral Kingdom, owing to the fact that people had used them for evil, declared war on the Kingdom of Humanity. Ores have been melted and forged into bullets, and bullets kill people. The Kingdom of Minerals uses people’s hands, and people go off to kill each other — hence the ores are winning this war. Not only that, but people die in accidents even more than in wars. Therefore, humanity has yet to establish peace, but many people, through their open hearts, have already made friends and protectors out of the representatives of the
Mineral Kingdom. For example, many cases are known of drivers falling asleep at the wheel, but their cars somehow stopped, saving them from accidents.

Any spilt blood — of either man or animal — attracts a host of lower spirits who are drawn to any form of decay, thus cementing the near-Earth space with negativity. These lower spirits influence the human mind and body, bringing consequences in the form of illnesses. For this reason, meat of any kind can engender all sorts of diseases. The “tradition” of eating dead bodies has been imposed on humanity by evil workers of black magic since the days of Atlantis, as it is one of the factors depriving man of Immortality and separating the Earth from the Higher Spheres. Thus, someone who increases the burden on their Karma through eating corpses shows a criminal attitude, not only towards the animal world and their own bodies — both physical and subtle — but also towards the whole planet and region of surrounding space.

BOOK — like any creation, a particular type of crystallized fiery energy. The author of any work is responsible to the entire Universe, in accord with Cosmic Laws. Each creation of human hands requires the contribution of one’s own energy, which manifests either destructive or constructive properties. Therefore, some books serve the Light while others serve the darkness.

The importance of books in the life of contemporary humanity is tremendous, because the process of reading is something deeper and more mysterious than is commonly thought, being only partly physical in nature. Creativity without fire is impossible, and a writer uses it to create on the subtle, invisible plane. So, it is on the Subtle Plane that the author creates actual, real forms, unseen by physical eyes, but clearly visible to a clairvoyant. All of them are invisible, they are not on the pages of a book, but with the help of letters and symbols, the reader calls these images to life, thereby exerting an influence on their consciousness. The more powerful and fiery the thought crystallized in the book, the stronger its impact. Hence books play a significant role as fiery stimulants. Consequently, the power of
books consists in their fieriness while the benefit they bring is in their
closeness or consonance with Cosmic Laws. Reading brings certain
centres of consciousness into a state of tension — or luminosity — of
varying degrees, depending on the nature of the fires with which it is
imbued. If bright fires are crystallized in a book, they evoke similar
fires in a man; if it contains dark fires, then dark fires are generated
in a man. Thus, each book contains either goodness or poison within
its pages, resulting in appropriate consequences for the reader, even
for their physical body.

People cannot help but feel this mighty influence on their
consciousness, and that is why some Scriptures are considered sacred,
for they are capable of kindling sacred fires not only within man, but
also in the space around him. Hence the Initiates, being aware of this
capability, have deliberately put sacred books for three or seven years
in certain places where the threat of danger lurks — for example, a
crust fracture — in order to prevent a cataclysm in the future. A book
with crystallized bright fires, even one not in popular demand among
the general public, still suffuses the world with beneficial and healing
radiations which serve to neutralize negative vibrations.

All the books of the Teachings of Light, both ancient and modern,
that have been given and written in the Rays of the Great Teachers,
have a special fiery power, for they were created according to the
Universal Laws of Harmony and Consonance. As a rule, the Teachers
impart their Teachings in the language of the country needing them
at a particular time-period, since each period has its special assign-
ment and each nation is obliged to fulfil its own designated task. But
at the same time, the Teaching does not lose its global significance,
because every truth is universal. Note that sounds are arranged in
a certain word order to obtain the required vibrations or rhythm.
Consequently, in order to truly appreciate any Teaching of Light,
one must read it in its original tongue, since translations, as a rule,
tend to lose the accompanying melody and might even distort the
truth. Each record has its own special and unique rhythm, suffusing
every line with a vital flame. Indeed, their impact on consciousness is
powerful: it is literally ignited by them, nourishing the spirit with fire.
The reading of the Teachings of Light is, in essence, a fiery process. It is as though sparks and fire are constantly flashing around the reader on the invisible plane — and these may later turn into a permanent and evenly burning flame.

BOOK OF MAITREYA BUDDHA — the Secret Book that Helena Blavatsky was to use along with the Book of Dzyan for the creation of The Secret Doctrine, as evidenced by her letters. It is a volume of the Book of Fiery Destinies, or the Book of Life, composed by the Supreme Spirit — Maitreya — who comes into the world to elevate humanity to the next level of development. Excerpts from this Fiery Autobiography, translated from the Senzar language, were to comprise Volume V of The Secret Doctrine.

BOOK OF THE GOLDEN PRECEPTS — contains around ninety short treatises, essentially constituting a code of rules which the Initiates must follow. In 1889, Helena Blavatsky published three excerpts from this work in a book entitled The Voice of the Silence, which was later endorsed by the 9th Panchen Lama and the 14th Dalai Lama.

BRAIN — the earthly mouthpiece of the heart, given only for one incarnation. The brain has not been sufficiently explored, even though it is more involved in human life than the heart. Only about 10% of its potential is accessible to people at the moment. However, it will not be long — in the near future, in fact — before man makes use of the rest of his hidden capabilities.

The brain is a physical apparatus for thinking, and it is necessary for the Earth, being closely related to the external senses. One can actually think without the brain and its mediation. Even memory is not connected with the brain and one cannot always retrieve from its archives even something that they most certainly contain. The death of the physical body not only does not stop the process of thinking, but on the contrary, intensifies it, making it lighter and more flexible.

In the Subtle World and higher, man lives without a brain, although he still sees, hears, feels, and thinks.

The brain emits a particular kind of electromagnetic waves, which, like radio waves, can be transmitted over a distance and received not only by another brain, but also by supersensitive devices. Thoughts themselves flow over the brain. Clairvoyants can see a halo or radiance surrounding the head of someone engaged in complex mental activity. There is a network of invisible luminous thought-bearing channels — one that is superimposed on the grey substance in certain patterns, forming convolutions. It is known that lines on one’s palm mirror a map of the brain’s convolutions. Hence, as one’s thoughts shape one’s destiny, this destiny is imprinted on the grey substance of the brain in the form of convolutions, which are in turn reflected on one’s palms. Hence, an expert in palmistry is able to read people’s destinies which they themselves have created — in their past lives as well as their present ones.

The brain is currently limited by its five senses as well as by its terrestrial dual world or earthly illusion. Consequently, it finds it a challenge comprehending anything that goes beyond this frame of reference. The fact is, it is difficult to make sense of two completely opposite statements at once, and so, as a rule, only one of them is accepted while the other one is denied. The heart, on the other hand, is able to perceive anything inaccessible to the brain. While the path of the brain is long, convoluted, and horizontal, the path of the heart, by contrast, is short, straight, and vertical.

Now, like everything else on the Earth, the brain is in the process of transformation, and in the future its grey matter will take on an emerald-ruby hue. It will keep on developing and being refined as long as human speech exists, until people learn to understand the language of the Silence spoken by the heart. In the meantime, the brain is designed to serve as the mouthpiece for the heart. Precisely, the brain represents a registry of the subtle energies coming through the heart, expressing its thoughts and feelings in verbal form. The heart and the brain must act in mutual accord and harmony, complementing each other, and so expand consciousness. But this so rarely happens that
the brain, because of its excessive activity, is only occasionally able to register the flashes of the heart we often call *intuition* or *conscience*.

**BROTHERHOOD** — the Community of the Seven Messengers of the Distant Worlds and their disciples, who have lived side by side with humanity on the Earth for millions of years, developing the human mind and heart.

The previous Solar System was tasked with giving people knowledge and developing their intelligence. The present System is aimed at bringing people closer to Love, and the focus of Love is the Heart. Therefore, the Great Lords have divided themselves into two Brotherhoods — the Western and the Eastern.

The Western Brotherhood — also known as the Brotherhood of Luxor or the Thebes Sanctuary, located in Egypt — was to provide knowledge, as well as to develop and expand people’s consciousness, with emphasis on the mental body, the mind, the human intellect, in order to help to take a step towards the heart. All the knowledge accumulated in the past and present Solar Systems, resides exclusively in Egypt.

The Eastern Brotherhood — Shambhala or the Himalayan Brotherhood — was to develop the intuition of the heart, always bearing Love and serving the highest energies. In other words, the West is the mind, and the East is the heart. We learn from ancient traditions that the Masters left the West for the East. Many people, in fact, left the Sanctuary in Egypt to go to the East. This happens approximately once every two thousand years.

At the end of the 19th century, before the start of Armageddon, all the Secret Schools and Ashrams of the Western Brotherhood were closed and moved to the Himalayas. All the Great Teachers who had worked in the world — holding Initiations and imparting knowledge — were also summoned to the Stronghold of Light in the Himalayas. Humanity was abandoned for a hundred years, but knowledge was still given through their disciples. However, there was no longer any direct contact between the Masters and the vast majority of people.
The Theban Sanctuary is now re-opening and once again starting to serve Love. While previously it was working through the Ray of Knowledge, now these two Sanctuaries — the Eastern and the Western — are uniting and interpenetrating their Rays, imparting a Single Ray of Love-Wisdom. Similarly, all the Great Lords who had been saturating humanity as much as possible with knowledge are now beginning to serve Love. Thus a Great Synthesis is being born, and the two Greatest Schools are merging into one, affirming a single path for the whole world: the ascent to the steps of Wisdom through the illumination of the human heart.

CALL — the energy set in motion by the magnet of the heart, which is aimed into space to attract consonant elements by its magnetic force. The call and the response constitute a law of magnetic attraction and harmony. It is received with accordance and complete correspondence — i.e., the response of space will correspond exactly with the call. A good call will meet with a good response, while an evil one will be answered in kind with equal force. Since in the Cosmos the free will of man is something sacred, whatever help is provided must come in response to the call of the heart alone. Similarly, while all of space is permeated with the Call to the Light by the Heart of the Cosmos, it is still up to each person’s will to respond to it.

For example, it is by the Call of the Great Heart of the Cosmos that new Races are formed, through the gathering together of concordant spirits. Thus the First Call for the assembling of the Sixth Race rang out in 1920. In 1997, 77 years later, a Second Call resounded, heralding the start of the gathering of the Seventh Race. And now a spatial Call is sounding all over the planet, summoning everyone to stand up under the Banner of the Lord Maitreya. Those who can give a resonant answer to the call are drawn into the circle of attraction of the Light, and they consciously embark on a course of infinite ascent.

CHOICE — the inalienable right of every creature endowed with the Highest Reason. The conditions of choice are determined by stars and karmic predestination. Choice depends on the will; and in turn
defines the cause that brings irrevocable consequences — for which one has to bear responsibility.

The Hierarchy of Light holds sacred the human freedom of choice, and never dictates its own will: man is free to choose the path he wants, even if it leads to destruction. Whereas the forces of the darkness are by no means above violating this sacred Cosmic Law.

Each cycle of Evolution presupposes the making of a Final Choice, also known as the Last Judgement: to move forward or backward. In the Fifth Race of humanity, the time of the Great Choice began on 19 July 1999 when all of humanity was divided into four general groups: 1) those who have made their choice in favour of the Light and are under the guidance of Supreme Forces; 2) those who are in the process of finishing their battle for choosing the Light; 3) those who openly identify themselves with the dark forces that work against Evolution; 4) totally indifferent, or “lukewarm” beings.

The Final Choice of the Fifth Race will end on 19 July 2017, when everyone in their spirit will choose either the Light or the darkness.

**COLOUR** — fire produced by Sound. Colour is an aspect of the existence of the material world in all phases of its manifestation. Each atom possesses a spectrum of a particular colour, so it is impossible to separate matter from its colour expression. A spectral analysis of colour allows one to determine the presence of specific substance. Every phenomenon, object, and process is accompanied by its own colour.

The spectrum of colour is septenary, based on the number 7: there are seven colours of the rainbow, which interpenetrate each other. Each colour should also be examined in terms of the sevenfold composition of tones. Every colour corresponds to a particular sound, making seven dominant notes. Thus, colour may evoke sound, while sound in turn may evoke colour, manifesting a certain quality of Light.

All living things react to all colours. The importance and influence of different colour vibrations on man and surrounding space is significant, since each colour emits an invisible and inaudible sound. Every creature and object has its own dominant colour. Many instances of incompatibility between people stem from the colour disharmony.
of their auras. One’s dominant shade of colour can be discovered in the eyes, but only a careful observer is able to notice it. It is most discernible in the early morning or immediately after awakening from sleep. Thus, almost all people belonging to the Fifth Race have shades of red or yellow as their dominant colours, but also one can find shades of blue or green.

Now is the start of a New Era, which is dominated by the Seventh Ray — the Violet Ray of Transfiguration. This is the manifestation of the First Ray of Will and Power, which cannot be revealed in its pure form in the present Solar System, but will be in the next one. Violet is the colour of spirituality, purification, advancement towards renewal and a New Round. Hence this colour will make itself manifest over time and prevail in Nature. Indeed, even today, many people around the world have noticed — but do not understand why — that the leaves of their plants’ are green on one side and violet on the other.

CONDEMNATION — a destructive force which uses the dual, chiaroscuro nature of man to evoke the darkness and evil. From this nature it always awakens and intensifies precisely what a man is accused of. So, whoever takes the stone of condemnation and throws it at another man becomes a servant of the darkness.

Indeed, through condemnation, especially when it is unjustified, even a decent person might turn bad. When a man does an evil deed, and people start to blame him, they only strengthen his dark features and make them worse, provoking him to commit an even greater evil. At the same time, they who condemn take the blame of the guilty one partly upon themselves, thereby submerging themselves in the layer of the lower vibrations; and if the condemned one should happen to have a superior fiery essence, the stones are simply bounced back. A secret condemnation is no less harmful than one uttered aloud, and condemnations uttered behind one’s back are just as damaging, for thought knows no barriers or distances. It is far better to react to a wrong with Love, mentally concentrating on the individual’s positive characteristics, however slight they may be. For inside every man exists both the Light and the darkness: it is what we summon into being that is all-important.
The understanding that everyone shares the same fiery energy, albeit manifested in tremendous variety and uniqueness, engenders respect for others’ fires and eliminates any justification for condemnation of others. Nevertheless, it is essential to see, know, and understand man and what man is motivated by. For every spirit advancing towards the Light must be capable of discerning white from black, the Light from the darkness. However, discernment and condemnation are two completely different things, as different as truth and falsehood. To see and know everything without condemning is a quality of a High Spirit. Similarly, recognizing the wrongness of a fault is by no means the same thing as condemning the individual at fault. Discussion, an impartial analysis of misdeeds or shortcomings, and indicating how to avoid them in the future — may serve for good.

The Law of Karma will wisely reward everyone according to what they deserve.

CONSCIOUSNESS — in essence, this designates the accumulated fiery energy around the Seed of the Spirit during all one’s lives within a particular Grand Cycle of Evolution, or Fiery-White Core. However, consciousness, expressing the essence of the spirit, has no form, but is clothed in this essence in accord with the current stage of its development. The more developed and broader one’s consciousness, the more refined and flawless its forms. Thus, through consciousness, the human spirit gives shape to all of its coverings: from the fiery body to the physical body.

All forms of life — animal, vegetable, and mineral — are endowed with consciousness. Furthermore, all machines, mechanisms, and other creations by human hands fashioned from elements of the Mineral Kingdom, are similarly endued with a supplementary degree of consciousness. Evolution has bestowed on man a gift of self-consciousness, elevating him to a higher level in relation to the other Kingdoms of Nature. The following step must be the continuity of consciousness in all the Worlds, which is the acquisition of true Immortality.

The focus of consciousness is flexible, being directed by the will, and can be concentrated either in the brain or in the heart.
Nevertheless, a man with an ordinary consciousness identifies it with his physical, mortal coverings. But the goal of evolution is to transfer the consciousness to the heart, to the Seed of the Spirit, thereby attaining not only immortality but also omnipotence. The accumulations around the Seed, which determine consciousness, are subject to change, while the fire of the Seed is constant, being directly united with that Divine Principle which engendered it. In this way, man may become a conscious bearer of unfathomable depth, hidden within himself. Man is the potential Absolute, the eternal and immutable First Principle of future Universes within Infinite Eternity. That is why the Bible says: “Ye are Gods; and all of you are children of the Most High.”

The awareness of any phenomenon is a step towards its realization and mastery. But this awareness depends on the comprehension of the phenomenon by the heart, for the heart embraces and feels its essence long before the brain understands it.

**COSMIC RIGHT** — determines the inherent place of every creature on the Ladder of Hierarchy, taking account of the astrochemical combination of rays and the position of the stars, and endows them with appropriate powers. Consequently, man is, first and foremost, the holder of this Right. The Cosmic Right has several aspects of manifestation:

1. Each Seed of the Spirit, or Monad, is engendered under a particular star, having its own Father, and thus may lay claim to His “inheritance” in the form of, for example, Secret Knowledge. This aspect depends upon the awareness and understanding of the significance of this right. It is inseparable from the ability to attract and use the spatial Fire with the help of the heart’s magnetism.

2. Each Monad belongs to one of the elements, which bestows a preferential right to the mastery of a certain element.

3. By virtue of his long, persistent, and conscious endeavours, a man may deserve more, reaping the fruits of his own labour and achievements. The quality of immutability is bestowed on the fiery strivings of such a spirit, as well as on his right to receive according
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to his strength, harmoniousness, and level of aspirations. In other words, this right is earned by dint of the spirit — as the verdict of the Law of Cause and Effect.

Even in ordinary life, one may observe how the Cosmic Right is fulfilled, guiding circumstances towards the realization of something that seems impossible and against logic. For example, sometimes people come to power unexpectedly and by virtue of circumstances beyond their comprehension.

Knowledge is the inalienable right of humanity, and the freedom of learning is part of evolution. Therefore, Truth is given according to the level of consciousness of all humanity, not by a wish or a request, but by virtue of the Cosmic Right.

It bestows the right to true leadership over inferior beings on the Ladder of Evolution. Thus, the authority of Hierarchy, based on the primacy of the spirit and knowledge, is a natural power, with no doubt as to its legitimacy or authority in the Cosmos, regulating human life on the planet Earth.

CROSS — the most ancient cosmic symbol: the vertical line symbolizes spirit while the horizontal one symbolizes matter, which together create all that exists.

Christ said: “If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me.”8 The cross is Karma. One who is unwilling to accept the cross cannot follow, but to take it means expressing humility before the karmic discharge of old debts, the conscious extirpation of vices, and the unconditional acceptance of probations. The higher the human spirit, the heavier the burden it accepts, but the cross is lifted by the spirit and therefore it cannot destroy man by its weight. However, as the time of release draws nearer, the burden becomes more and more unbearable — but it is an illusion, amplified by the darkness, and one has to pass through this without deviating from the path. In this way, after a symbolic crucifixion on the cross, when a man overcomes the desires of his baser bodies, atoning for his karmic sins, a resurrection occurs — the fiery transmutation

8 Matt. 16:24.
of the lower nature and its unification with the spirit, or the Heavenly Father. This fiery renewal breaks the vicious circle of Karma.

The Fiery Cross is the symbol of the swastika (Sanskrit, “well-being”), whose motion is caused by the presence of opposite poles. Everyone has their own rhythm associated with the rotation of the cross. Initially, man must establish himself as an individual; for the first forty-two years of his life, the rotation of his cross is directed inwards; he absorbs everything that is outside by way of knowledge and information. When the balance is reached, then the cross must be reset to an outward rotation — to return. The individuality, the Karma of Love, begins its task of giving to the world all the treasures that the man has gathered in his Chalice for many lives. In this way we may observe the simultaneous rotation of the two crosses: one — inside, the other — outside. And when these two crosses unite in harmonious movement, the symbol of balance appears — the swastika, or the sign of the Fiery Cross of Life, or the “Seal of the Heart,” which marks the High Spirits.

DARKNESS — the absence of the Light; unspiritualized matter, in a state of Chaos. Among humanity at large, there are certain individuals who bear in their structure these currents of chaos, destruction, and evil.

The darkness has its own hierarchy, and although its head was isolated long ago and is now exiled to Saturn, it is still quite strong. In contrast to Shambhala, located high in the mountains, the black brotherhood established its stronghold at the lowest point, burrowing into subterranean layers closer to the earthly core, in order to gain strength from its fire. One should not underestimate the hierophants of evil, because they know many secrets of Nature, especially the ones relating to the mortal quaternary of human bodies. However, the domain of the Supreme Triad and spirituality is inaccessible to them.

The servants of the darkness now act under the guise of “bearers of light.” A great many hold key positions in the organizations intended to bear the Light and undermine them from within. Therefore, one may often notice how representatives of some organizations condemn those of others, despite the fact that the ideas of the Light are one.
They manipulate the sources coming from the Light, cleverly selecting quotes to defame some other light source. And the human mind, being unable to comprehend the multifold facets of the same Truth, blindly falls into this trap, not realizing that man himself is becoming a servant of the darkness. That is why it is so important to listen to one’s heart, which is incapable of falling into the snares prepared for the mind. But with rare exceptions, such organizations are headed by leaders who truly serve the Light and humanity. Moreover, the black brotherhood has set up their own “world government,” which attempts to destructively influence the policies of earthly leaders, especially of those countries having the most points of Light.

The hierophants of the darkness use the Signs and Symbols of the Light. But in doing so they destroy themselves, for these signs are bearers of the Fiery Force, which is impossible to apply in a harmful manner. Thus, one may remember the example of the swastika, when those who used this solar symbol of Life for evil ended up only punishing themselves.

The Light and the darkness are the two poles of the gross world. Both are magnetic and fill space with their fires, attracting the related elements that are inherent in the soul of every man. And man has the right of free choice between the phenomena of both poles. However, one should bear in mind that the darkness is temporary, for it acts contrary to the Laws of Evolution, while the Light is eternal.

DEATH — a birth into a new life — a life richer with opportunities and beauty than earthly existence. One’s entire human life on the Earth, from the very first days, should be viewed as a preparation for life in the Higher Worlds, for man is a sower here and a reaper there.

For good, spiritual people, the transition into the Subtle World is facilitated by the Higher Spirits, who take care of them and help them to adapt. Similar attention is shown them during the final minutes before the transition, when their consciousness is being prepared for the impending change. It is not wise to mourn over the deceased, for no one departs before the Karma-appointed date, and who knows where they are better off — on the Earth or in the Higher World. Premature death is also determined by the Law of Cause and Effect.
In this case, the man remains in the near-Earth layers for as many years as he had left as a dweller of the Earth — if he is a good person, he just falls asleep for this period of time. Suicide is one of the most serious crimes, with terrible consequences for the future evolution of the spirit.

It has been said, and truly, that “sleep is similar to death.” And if death be the transition of man from the world of causes to the world of effects, then the state of sleep may be regarded as a stay in the world of effects on a miniature scale; these effects may serve as a basis for judging the causes underlying the effects over the course of the preceding day. In this frame of reference, a dream can be viewed as a test and examination of one’s daytime thoughts, and the affirmation of one’s thoughts just before going to sleep is particularly important. Man may judge the depth and sincerity of daily decisions by his dreams. For example, if a man drives out an impure thought during the day, but it returns at night, then he has not yet been completely liberated from it. This enables man to carry out a strict self-examination of his true nature and prepare himself for the life in the Subtle World.

In the scriptures of the Initiates, earthly lives are called the “dreams of the Earth.” Man awakes from them after death, for death is a liberation from the illusions of the Earth. This is followed by the illusions of the Subtle and Mental Worlds. Only the Fiery World is real, for the first three are transient and temporary, albeit very long. That is why all the Teachings of Light urge people to free themselves from terrestrial illusions, negative feelings, thoughts, habits, and passions, for it will be too late to do this in the Higher Worlds.

Death as such does not exist, since everything flows from one form into another. If man has been so bad and wicked during his lives that all his bright fires are extinguished, then comes the so-called “death of the spirit.” But even this is not death within the context of Infinity, because once the Divine Seed leaves this man, it begins its evolution from scratch, under completely new conditions. And the Seed is allowed as many chances as necessary for the man it has endowed with life to start following the path of the Light. Of course, this might take billions of years.
Nevertheless, the scenario in which man grows old and dies is a violation of Cosmic Laws, resulting from Lucifer’s desire to separate the Earth and its inhabitants from the Higher Worlds. Hence death symbolizes involution, whereas life is the emblem of evolution.

DESTINY — the course of life, conditional upon one’s free will, Karma, and the stars. Everyone’s fate is actually in their own hands. But whatever be the personal destiny of a particular individual, one thing is certain: their entire future is decided through attachment to one of the poles — either the Light or the darkness. There is no middle ground, for everyone has to educe the potential of either positive or negative qualities within themselves.

It is the polarity that permits the phenomenon of transmutation, for it is impossible to transform something that is not revealed on the poles. Even a negative potential enables one to express it positively to an equivalent degree. Those who are in the middle are not suitable for evolution, because they have nothing to show. Jesus Christ said: “I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth.” That is why, the Teacher would rather deal with a thief or a harlot than a lukewarm follower, for the former’s potential can be transformed into its positive opposite, while the latter, try as he might, will not succeed in achieving anything. Certainly, the fate of those who consciously remain on the side of the darkness is, to say the least, unenviable. But even more tragic is the destiny of those who convert the bright qualities of spirit into dark ones, for the higher they climb, the harder they fall.

DISTANT WORLDS — the other planets in our Solar System, such as Venus, Jupiter, Uranus, and Pluto, as well as other star systems, for example, the constellations of Canis Major, Orion, Coma Berenices, and the Pleiades.

All planets and stars in the Universe are home to living beings, but they have varying degrees of tenuity in their matter structures.

---
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Therefore, people cannot see them either with the naked eye or with their telescopic devices, which are as yet far from perfect.

The Seven Great Teachers of Humanity, together with 144,000 High Spirits, who “follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth,”\textsuperscript{10} came to the Earth from the Distant Worlds to help humanity, most of them nearly eighteen million years ago. Gradually, they will leave the Earth, and their places will be taken by the Spirits, who have passed through their evolution on the Earth and attained the degree of Masters.

DOUBT — the progeny of the dark influences, aimed at leading man away from his evolutionary path. Doubt extinguishes fires in man and opens the way for other evils, such as ignorance, negation, fear, and treachery, to come in.

Doubt is not to be confused with alertness. The former comes from the brain and the thoughts it has generated, having a distinct personal and selfish colouring, while the latter is the voice of the heart, trying to warn about danger.

DZYAN (\textit{Tibetan}) — Secret Wisdom, Knowledge.

EARTH — the youngest planet in the Solar System, called the “Cradle of Gods” by the Masters. It is a living conscious being, governed by Cosmic Laws. In the esoteric tradition, it is believed that the Mother and Father of the Earth is the Sun, whose feminine aspect is represented by Venus and masculine aspect by Mars.

The Earth is the successor to the Moon, which gave to the planet all its vital force, and life from the Moon migrated to the Earth, clothing itself in new vestures. As a rule, a planet that yields its life-force to another planet becomes its satellite until a New Round of Evolution begins. The Moon significantly affects the Earth and maintains its balance.

Like everything else in the Solar System, the Earth has a septenary structure. Thus it has seven bodies, or globes, or spheres, which concentrically interlace with one another, comprising a Planetary Chain. These globes are the invisible spheres of the Subtle, Mental,
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and Fiery Worlds which surround the Earth. Each of these seven spheres represents a particular plane of consciousness or existence. It should be understood that the Planetary Chain is not comprised of the individual planets of the Solar System, but of different levels of the same planet.

Physical humanity lives on the most material globe, representing the Physical World. Souls, leaving this dense world, migrate to the higher spheres of the Earth — the Subtle, Mental, and more distant Fiery Planes. And then, in being incarnated on the Earth, the soul traces a reverse path — from the Fiery World to the Subtle, and finally to the Physical — thus passing through all seven globes of the Earth’s Planetary Chain. In the Higher Worlds — that is, the Highest Spheres of the Earth, as well as on other, more advanced planets — there is no evil as such, though there is imperfection, or chiaroscuro.

The more material the world, the more of a binary nature it manifests. Thus, in the period of its greatest density — which had begun eighteen million years ago and peaked in the time of Atlantis — the Earth experienced its days of maximum confrontation between opposites: the Light and the darkness, Good and evil — which significantly worsened its condition.

And so in attempting to separate the Earth from the Distant Worlds, the forces of the darkness under Lucifer obscured the atmosphere around the planet in the Subtle Plane so that the rays from the Sun and other stars, sent to help humanity, could not penetrate. This contributed to parts of the planet being covered with ice. Its melting in the present age is a sign of the Era of Fire, where there is no place for any suggestion of cold. It means that the Earth is gradually being released from this “heritage” of Atlantis and that its atmosphere is being purified. However, people are not yet accustomed to the new stellar rays, having been deprived of them for centuries. Therefore, it is only the willingness and desire of humanity to assimilate these new energies that can completely destroy this heavy dirty-grey atmosphere, which is suffocating the entire planet from the viewpoint of the Subtle Plane.
The Earth must exist for the Seven Rounds of Evolution — the stages of its development and progress. During the first three Rounds, it takes shape and solidifies; through the Fourth (current) Round, it establishes itself and hardens, possessing the highest degree of materiality; and over the last three Rounds, it gradually rarefies, ending up as a star.

Such conditions as now exist on the Earth facilitate the quickest evolution of all its forms. It serves as an excellent launching platform for the spirit, providing the firmest possible foothold. So unique are the conditions of the Earth that it is studied by more than three thousand civilizations; indeed, the Earth is the epicentre where representatives come together from a variety of different planets, each of which brings their own ideas into the world.

Eighth Sphere — a special channel connecting the Earth and Saturn, designed to take care of the outflow of human masses not suitable for evolution. These are the most vicious and hopelessly fallen people, who by and by will be decomposed into their primordial elements and begin their process of evolution anew on Saturn, under the extremely difficult conditions of this two-dimensional world.

Elixir of Life — a miraculous potion, consisting of life-giving emanations from flowers and plants, forming a special combination of Light, Colour, and Sound. In combination with the crystallized fiery energy of the human heart, this Elixir is able to impart Immortality. For example, one of the ingredients is strophanthus, which strengthens the heart.

Studies by alchemists tell us that if man drinks it before he finds the Philosopher’s Stone, the Elixir of Life will become for him the elixir of death. The Philosopher’s Stone is a Solar Stone in the heart which constitutes its Fiery-White Core. And the quest for it — that is, accumulation of fiery energy and growth of the heart crystal, can be undertaken only while one remains in the dense conditions encountered during one’s many lives on the Earth. Whereas, in the Higher Worlds, man reaps the effects of his earthly life. Therefore, it
is important to listen for the guidance of the vigilant heart in order to make the right choices in life and not be deluded by earthly illusions, which only lead to the priceless treasure going to waste. Thus, if the man has dissipated his heart crystal by the time he draws near to death, then the Elixir will have no effect on him and might even result in unforeseen consequences. But if he has lived a spiritual life, devoted his labours to the Light, and accumulated the crystal of a particular energy constant, then he may continue to exist in the same body for as long as it meets his need. This is why, as a rule, the Elixir of Life is given only to those who serve the good of the Evolution.

Many of the Great Teachers possessed this Elixir of Immortality. The first to experience it in the conditions of the earthly existence was the Lord Rákóczi, known as the Count of Saint-Germain, who was responsible for the testing of new formulas. Hence He has gone down in history as a most mysterious character, appearing in different centuries, remaining ever young.

The Cosmic Law of Expediency does not currently permit the wide application of the Elixir among the masses of people or its production on an industrial scale. In the future, when the multitude of destructive souls disappears, the Great Teachers will impart the formula of the Elixir of Life to the best scientists on the planet.

The Elixir of Immortality is also given at the level of the currents crystallized in the books of the Light. The perception of such books by the heart facilitates the accumulation of the Fiery-White Core. Additionally, each Teaching of Light, provided that the commandments given there are fulfilled, leads to a process of fiery purification and hence to the growth of the heart crystal as well. And the higher the level of development of spirituality, the broader will be the consciousness allowing man to consciously exist in all his seven bodies and in all the Worlds accessible to him. This is how true Immortality is achieved.

It should be borne in mind that the Currents of Immortality now pouring forth over the Earth affect only those who have already found their own Philosopher’s Stone. Otherwise, they either simply will not work, or will result in unexpected alchemical reactions.
ESOTERIC (Greek, “inner”) — hidden, secret; intended solely for Initiates with the aim of avoiding use by untrained people that might result in destructive consequences.

ETERNITY — an aspect of Infinity, the source and ultimate destination of all phenomena in the manifested world; that is, the place of existence of all that was, is, and will be. Eternity and Infinity are where the life of the Spirit is visible, creating ever new forms of life from eternal Matter, but by spiral ascent, wherein one can develop and perfect one’s self endlessly.

Each atom, along with its energies, originates from the fathomless depths of Eternal Infinity. They constitute forms of life, forever flowing from one shape to another with every new cycle. After each phenomenon comes one more advanced, and so on forever throughout a never-ending chain of cause and effect. But everything is linked with everything else by countless connecting threads, for they are all One.

From the One Incognizable Divine Principle in Infinite Eternity, numerous Universes unfold, each with its own Mission and Cosmic Laws. Here, in turn, the Supreme Spirits, who were once human beings, create worlds that enable every spirit to evolve and multiply their might without limit, in accordance with prevailing Laws. Each world provides a limitless field for the manifestation of the spirits’ creative power, from its very early stages to the creation of planets, stars, and whole star systems. And all the worlds differ from one another in their unique diversity of forms. Of course, there are worlds that are similar to each other, but no two are exactly the same. There are worlds where human spirits have attained such a degree of might and power that they may be legitimately called Gods. There are even higher worlds than that. But there are also antiworlds, or worlds of Chaos, which are not made manifest in spirit.

As above, so below; as here, so there; as now, so then; and vice versa. In this way, observing the evolution of the planet Earth, one can understand by analogy the evolution of the entire Universe in Eternity, too.
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